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ACCESS 
 
Availability of copies 

Viewing copies are available. Contact AIATSIS to arrange an appointment to view this material 
or to order copies.  

Restrictions on viewing 

This collection is restricted as it contains ceremonial and gender specific material. It may only be 
accessed with permission from the relevant Indigenous individual, family or community.  

Restrictions on use  

This collection is restricted as it contains ceremonial and gender specific material. It may only be 
copied with permission from the depositor. Permission must also be obtained from the relevant 
Indigenous individual, family or community for quotation or publication. 

http://aiatsis.gov.au/collections/using-collection
http://aiatsis.gov.au/collections/using-collection/visiting-collection
http://aiatsis.gov.au/collections/using-collection/ordering-collection-items/
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TITLE:   Extracts from two Awulya 

ACCESSION NUMBER FC00510_3 

 

COLLECTION NAME 

 
MOYLE_R002 

DEPOSITOR Richard Moyle 

PRODUCTION YEAR 1978 

CREDITS (if applicable)  

PERFORMERS/SPEAKERS  

PLACE Ammaroo Station, N.T. 

LANGUAGE / GROUP  

SERIES (if applicable)  

TECHNICAL NOTES 1 video file (Windows Media File) (14 min., 20 sec.): sound, 
colour 
 

REPRODUCTION NOTES 1 videocassette (Digital Betacam); DPM0000026_0001 

ORIGINAL VERSION 1 film reel (8 mm); sound, colour 

TOTAL DURATION 14 min., 20 sec. 

GRANT NUMBER (if applicable)  

NOTES 

 

Poor sound quality, sound is absent from 12.27 minutes to 
14.20 minutes.  

Poor film quality; picture frequently cuts out. 
 

 

Brief abstract:  

Unidentified women dancing and singing Awulya, women and men performing songs and 

dances in front of their community, unidentified male speaker. 
 
Important timing points: 

00:25 Footage begins. Several women performing traditional songs and dances. 

02.32 Two women dancing with strings made from hair. 

04.38 Several women emerge from scrub and dance with a digging stick. 

06.50 Four women dance with coloured bandannas in their hands, kids laughing in 
background and singers on ground in view of camera. 

08.38 Larger group of women dancing in ceremonial feathered headdresses, no sound. 

09.00 Women performing for their whole community, men and children present. 

09.31 A group of men performing songs and dances, wearing headdresses and with tied 

WARNING: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are warned 
that this material may contain images and voices of deceased persons. 
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bunches of leaves around their legs. 

10.00 Men and women dance together. 

12.27 Male speaker sitting on ground demonstrating actions, no sound from here till end. 

13.10  Men singing and playing clapsticks, ends 14.20 

 


